Measures Taken by Iran to Prevent Transnational Organized Crimes and its Estimated Position Compared to the UN Criminal Policy

Abstract:
Transnational Organized crimes are being considered as one of the most important problems of the 21st century. These crimes have a tremendous impact on global and national economies. Among the challenges facing the global community today is to seek effective measures to prevent and control these crimes. However, no particular prevention has been done and no independent body of strategies has been designated. So, in order to exit from this situation, different prevention strategies such as pastoral and social preventions have been set each of which has some limitations. The aim of the present study is to investigate Iran's strategies for fighting Transnational Organized Crimes and its position compared to the similar UN conventions (Palermo and Merida).
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The high volume of accounting scandals in recent years has led to a loss of public trust in corporations and organizations. These scandals not only damage the reputation and values of companies but also negatively impact their market positions.

The aim of this research is to discuss the effect of education in philosophy upon the creativity of students. The research methodology involves a comparison between the dependent and independent groups. The findings are confirmed by validity and reliability tests for children, which extend and innovate understanding in this field.

With the widespread availability of computers and information technology and advanced media, no country can afford to delay decision-making. And there was no evidence to reject the fourfold hypothesis. The impact of tax distortions, financial distortion, difference between tool tax and diagnostic tax, on decision-making is significant.

An important asset for a company is liquidity, and cash retention depends on management decisions and avoidance of financial distortion. The right flow of information at this market leads to making accurate and reasonable decisions. However, there is not a significant relationship between auditing firm size and restatement of financial statements.

Computer games as an emerging phenomenon have encompassed extensive aspects of children's life. Social skills decrease with increased duration of playing computer games. This study illustrates that with increased duration of playing computer games, children's social skills would decrease.

An important asset for a company is liquidity, and cash retention depends on management decisions and avoidance of financial distortion. The right flow of information at this market leads to making accurate and reasonable decisions. However, there is not a significant relationship between auditing firm size and restatement of financial statements.

The right flow of information at this market leads to making accurate and reasonable decisions. However, there is not a significant relationship between auditing firm size and restatement of financial statements.
This study examines the impact of acceptance-based treatment (ACT) in increasing rate of marital satisfaction in married women. The results suggest that acceptance-based treatment has caused the increasing of marital satisfaction rate in married women in control group.

This study aimed to examine the impact of teaching method on the amount of learning English lesson for second grade students. Mobile learning enhances learning English lesson among students in the second year of the intermediate (second round).

The present research studies the influence of 'Circle Time' on increasing mutual respect and respecting class regulations among Iranian female students. The result showed insignificant improvement of the mutual respect.

Every language user is linguistically creative. Creativity, along with productivity, displacement, and arbitrariness, is part of a general pattern of language use. The findings suggest that there is a significant correlation between creativity and listening comprehension.

Personality, as a relatively stable pattern of characteristics and behaviors, may subject to changes toward fall or rise. In this regard, the predictive role of personality on students' academic motivation is investigated. The results showed that personality is a significant predictor of students' academic motivation.

The present study identifies the relationship between quality of work life and productivity of Education teachers in hospitals. The results showed that the relationship between of work world dimension and productivity among the research hypotheses are confirmed.
ABSTRACT:
This study investigates the relationship between the dimensions of organizational structure (complexity, Formality and ... and entrepreneurship. But there is a significant and positive relationship between complexity and entrepreneurship.
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ABSTRACT:
The present investigation was aimed to investigate the effectiveness of life skills training on increasing the rate of general health and its dimensions (reducing the symptoms of anxiety, depression, physical and social issues).
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ABSTRACT:
This study examines the quality of voluntary disclosure on the opinion and fees of the independent auditors in listed ... relationship between the quality of voluntary disclosure and the opinion and fees of the independent auditors.
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